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Abstract 

 

The activity of the retrotransposon LINE-1 has created a substantial portion of the 

human genome. Most of this sequence comprises fractured and debilitated LINE-1s. An 

accurate approximation of the number, location, and sequence of the LINE-1 elements 

present in any single genome has proven elusive due to the difficulty of assembling and 

phasing the repetitive and polymorphic regions of the human genome. Through an in-

depth analysis of publicly-available, deep, long-read assemblies of nearly homozygous 

human genomes, we defined the location and sequence of all intact LINE-1s in these 

assemblies. We found 148 and 142 intact LINE-1s in two nearly homozygous 

assemblies. A combination of these assemblies suggests a diploid human genome 

contains at least 50% more intact LINE-1s than previous estimates – in this case, 290 

intact LINE-1s at 194 loci. We think this is the best approximation, to date, of the 

number of intact LINE-1s in a single diploid human genome. In addition to counting 

intact LINE-1 elements, we resolved the sequence of each element, including some 

LINE-1 elements in unassembled, presumably centromeric regions of the genome. A 

comparison of the intact LINE-1s in each assembly shows the specific pattern of 

variation between these genomes, including LINE-1s that remain intact in only one 

genome, allelic variation in shared intact LINE-1s, and LINE-1s that are unique 

(presumably young) insertions in only one genome. We found that many old elements 

(> 6 million years old) remain intact, and comparison of the young and intact LINE-1s 

across assemblies reinforces the notion that only a small portion of all LINE-1 

sequences that may be intact in the genomes of the human population has been 
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uncovered. This dataset provides the first nearly comprehensive estimate of LINE-1 

diversity within an individual, an important dataset in the quest to understand the 

functional consequences of sequence variation in LINE-1 and the complete set of LINE-

1s in the human population. 

 

Introduction 

 

The replication of transposable elements has created much of the sequence in large 

genomes (Sotero-Caio et al. 2017; Canapa et al. 2015). Most of this sequence contains 

only the degraded versions of once active transposons. However, activity of 

transposable elements underlies a variety of human diseases, driven by both the 

disruptive nature of insertions and the immune sensing of replicating elements (Hancks 

and Kazazian 2012; Crow 2010). It is also clear that activity of transposons gives rise to 

variation amongst human genomes (Auton et al. 2015; Beck et al. 2011). Further, the 

permanence of transposon sequences in genomes has resulted in the co-option of 

these elements to support host functions through their DNA, RNA, and protein products 

(Kapusta et al. 2013; Chow et al. 2010; Bejerano et al. 2006; Finnerty et al. 2002; 

Jacques et al. 2013). As such, it is crucially important to understand with precise detail 

the location, sequence, and variation of transposable elements in the human genome. 

 

In the human genome, only one class of transposons is measurably active and 

autonomous, encoding all the parts necessary to replicate in a host cell. These Long 

Interspersed Element-1s (LINE-1s or L1s) copy themselves within the host genome via 
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reverse transcription– a process termed ‘retrotransposition’. Consequently, millions of 

LINE-1 copies comprise at least 17% of the contemporary human genome (Lander et al. 

2001; de Koning et al. 2011; Smit et al.). The oldest detectable LINE-1 in the human 

genome likely predate the common ancestor of placental mammals (Smit et al. 1995); 

elements from the youngest lineage of human LINE-1 actively retrotranspose (Moran et 

al. 1996; Brouha et al. 2003) and are polymorphic in the population (Stewart et al. 2011; 

Beck et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2010; Iskow et al. 2010; Ewing and Kazazian 2010). Yet, 

the complete scope and scale of the role of LINE-1 in human genetic variation and 

biology is a topic of intense investigation. Previous landmark efforts to determine the 

number and sequence of full-length and/or putatively retrotransposition-competent 

LINE-1s found 89 intact LINE-1s and about half of these had measurable in vitro 

retrotransposition activity. The authors’ extrapolation to a diploid genome estimated that 

the human genome contains 80-100 retrotransposition-competent LINE-1s (Brouha et 

al. 2003). Here, intact LINE-1s were defined by their similarity to a reference sequence 

L1.3 (GenBank accession number: L19088) (Dombroski et al. 1993) and the 

preservation of two open reading frames. Of note, this study used the only resource 

available at the time - an early, relatively low-quality assembly of the human genome, 

depleted of high-quality assembly in repeat regions (human genome working draft 

(HGWD), December 2001 freeze). 

 

In addition to extracting LINE-1 sequences from genome assemblies, numerous 

targeted approaches have provided important advancement of our understanding of 

LINE-1 variation amongst individuals. Individual genomes vary in their LINE-1 content at 
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two levels: the presence/absence state, also known as ‘insertion polymorphisms’, and 

the allelic differences of homozygous LINE-1 insertions. Targeted, short read-based 

resequencing approaches to map LINE-1 insertions relative to a reference and junction-

fragment sequencing have demonstrated that LINE-1s show dramatic insertional 

polymorphism in the human population (Tang et al. 2017; Iskow et al. 2010; Sudmant et 

al. 2015; Xing et al. 2009). Other groups have used whole genome BAC libraries to find 

and sequence LINE-1 insertions that are polymorphic relative to the human reference 

assembly (Kidd et al. 2010; Beck et al. 2010). Despite the importance of these 

approaches, they are not designed to describe the location and full-length sequences at 

allelic resolution of all LINE-1 elements of individual genomes. 

 

Further, assembly and resequencing-based approaches have been plagued by a 

fundamental complication of sequencing diploid genomes: phasing the two alleles of 

each stretch of genomic DNA. This is particularly problematic if there exists significant 

heterozygosity at repeat sequences in the genome. While the extent of allelic variation 

remains unclear, case studies demonstrate that allelic variation exists at LINE-1 

insertions, and this variation can have functional consequences (Lutz et al. 2003). 

 

Due to a reliance on short reads and the unphased nature of most genome assemblies, 

we do not yet have a reliable description of the extent of intactness amongst all LINE-1s 

within individual human genomes (Figure 1). Only with recent ambitious efforts to 

deeply sequence nearly homozygous human cell lines with long read technologies have 

we gained the ability to comprehensively catalog the LINE-1 sequences in individual 
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haploid human genomes at allelic resolution (Steinberg et al. 2014; Chaisson et al. 

2015; Huddleston et al. 2017). These assemblies overcome previous limitations by 

using 1) reads which are, on average, longer than the 6,000bp repeat unit length of 

LINE-1; 2) source genomes which are homozygous, eliminating the need to phase 

alleles of LINE-1 repeats. In this paper, we describe our process for identifying intact 

LINE-1s from these assemblies and characterizing the variation that exists between two 

assemblies. We posit that our approach provides a nearly comprehensive catalog of 

these sequences which enables us to extrapolate the state of LINE-1 variation within 

and between genomes. 

 

Results 

 

Long read sequencing of homozygous genomes reveals the location and sequence of 

intact LINE-1s 

 

The CHM1 (complete hydatidiform mole 1) assembly (Steinberg et al. 2014) represents 

the nearly homozygous genome (<0.75% heterozygosity) (Fan et al. 2001) of a human 

hydatidiform mole cell line derived from a European individual and deeply sequenced 

with PacBio reads (54x). Extensive characterization of this assembly has annotated the 

location and type of structural variants, including LINE-1s (Huddleston et al. 2017; 

Chaisson et al. 2015; Steinberg et al. 2014). Extending these analyses to broadly 

investigate the sequence of LINE-1s in this genome, we identified all LINE-1 sequences 

by compiling RepeatMasker (Smit et al.) annotations of the assembly and filtering for 
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sequences masked as LINE-1. We found 919,967 sequences annotated as LINE-1, 

comprising ~504 Mbp of total LINE-1 sequence. This corresponds to ~16.82% of the 

total genome assembly, consistent with previous estimations (Chaisson et al. 2015; 

Lander et al. 2001).  

 

As expected, most LINE-1 sequences of CHM1 were short fragments less than 500bp 

(Figure 2A). Many of the longer fragments were 5’ truncated LINE-1s, a pattern 

expected from the often abortive 3’-5’ target-primed reverse transcription of LINE-1s 

(Szak et al. 2002). We also observed internal fragments and 3’ truncated pieces. 

Another smaller peak was evident in a histogram of sequence lengths around 6,000 bp, 

the length of full-length LINE-1 sequences (Figure 2A, 2B). Within this full-length peak, 

we observed two peaks at around 6,100 bp and another smaller peak at around 6,400 

bp. The sequences in each of these peaks differ in a 129bp deletion in their 5’UTR (the 

6100 bp peaks) or a completely different 5’ UTR (the 6400 bp peak) (Jacobs et al. 2014; 

Khan et al. 2006). 

 

A full-length, intact LINE-1 sequence contains two open reading frames (ORFs) which 

encode proteins (ORF1p and ORF2p) required for replication (Moran et al. 1996). To 

identify full-length copies with intact open reading frames, we analyzed the lengths of 

the longest translated ORFs present in each identified LINE-1 sequence that aligned to 

sequences of ORF1p and ORF2p from a reference LINE-1, L1RP (GenBank accession 

number AF148856) (Kimberland et al. 1999) (Figure S1). Many sequences encode 
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ORFs of exactly the same length as L1RP, 338 codons for ORF1 and 1,275 codons for 

ORF2 (Figure 2C). These sequences align along the entire length of the amino acid 

sequence of the reference, from start to stop codon without terminal deletions or 

extensions. In addition, we included several LINE-1s that contain shorter or longer 

ORFs which still align to the full-length of the amino acid sequence of the ORF1p or 

ORF2p of L1RP. As such, we define intact LINE-1s as sequences greater than 5,000 bp 

(9,548 LINE-1s found in CHM1 using this simple length cutoff) with two intact open 

reading frames that align, when translated, to the full length of L1RP ORF1p (338 amino 

acids) and ORF2p (1,275 amino acids). With this definition of an ‘intact’ LINE-1, we 

conclude that the CHM1 haploid genome contains 148 intact and potentially-replication-

competent LINE-1s. 

 

A genome assembly from a second human hydatidiform mole cell line has been 

released and similarly analyzed for variation in segmental duplications (Huddleston et 

al. 2017; Schneider et al. 2017). This assembly was also built with deep coverage 

PacBio reads (52x), and has been extensively analyzed for structural variants, though 

like CHM1, no one has specifically analyzed the sequence of LINE-1s in this second 

homozygous genome. This sample is of unknown ethnic origin, but clusters with CHM1 

and other European genomes. Using our pipeline built for CHM1, we identified intact 

LINE-1s in CHM13. The distribution of LINE-1 sequence lengths in CHM13 was similar 

to CHM1, and we found 142 intact and putatively-replication-competent LINE-1s in this 

assembly (Figure S2). 
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Comparison of CHM1 and CHM13 to other genome assemblies 

 

Next, we compared the intact LINE-1s in the ostensibly haploid CHM genomes to the 

intact LINE-1s described based on a variety of sequencing, assembly, and discovery 

strategies. Unsurprisingly, the initial draft release of the human reference genome 

(HGWD) (Lander et al. 2001), the version used to make an initial estimate of the 

number of LINE-1s in a human genome (Brouha et al. 2003), contains ~60% as many 

intact LINE-1s as the CHMs (Table 1, row 5-8). The number of intact LINE-1s grows as 

the reference genome becomes more complete, and the most recent major release of 

the reference genome (GRCh38 2017, Table 1, row 8) and CHM1 contain a comparable 

number of intact LINE-1s. However, for the reference genome this number represents 

some combination of the LINE-1s found in the genome sequences of over 50 individuals 

(a ‘mosaic haploid’ assembly). Assemblies of individual genomes sequenced with long 

reads have also been published and carefully analyzed for structural variants (Audano 

et al. 2019). A sampling of these heterozygous diploid-based assemblies (Table 1, row 

3-4) finds approximately 50% as many intact LINE-1s as CHM1/13 using our BLAST-

based approach to identify intact LINE-1s. 

 

The different numbers of intact LINE-1s in different assemblies could reflect true 

diversity amongst these individuals, but technical errors in assembly also likely 

contribute to this variation. Although the CHM genomes improve the assembly of 

transposable elements, particularly those nested in other repeats (Chaisson et al. 

2015), assembly uncertainties or errors around LINE-1 insertion sites in any of these 
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assemblies could underlie the differences in the LINE-1s between assemblies. To 

investigate, we assessed the integration sites of LINE-1s that are present in the CHMs 

but absent in GRCh38. We found that none of these integration neighborhoods fall at 

scaffold ends or major gaps of the GRCh38 assembly. Further, although the CHM 

genomes contain a similar number of intact LINE-1s as GRCh38, 27 of the CHM1 and 

28 of the CHM13 intact LINE-1s correspond to an empty site without a LINE-1 insertion 

in the reference genome (Table S1). Presumably, some of this variation derives from 

the uniqueness of the CHM donors relative to the individuals used in the ‘mosaic 

haploid’ assembly of GRCh38. In order to portray variation amongst individuals, 

GRCh38 incorporates alternate alleles for regions of the genome that are polymorphic 

amongst individuals. Indeed, 13 of the intact LINE-1s from CHM1 also present in 

GRCh38 were found on the ‘alternative’ contigs (representing alternative haplotypes of 

very polymorphic regions). The corresponding chromosomal assembly these ‘ALT’ 

contigs does not contain the LINE-1 insertion, reflecting the polymorphic state of these 

insertions. 

 

We also compared our non-reference intact LINE-1s to the set of intact LINE-1s from a 

published approach that found potentially active polymorphic LINE-1s based on 

screening of fosmid libraries of various populations (Beck et al. 2010). From these 

polymorphic sequences, we found 6 intact LINE-1s that are present in the CHM 

assemblies but absent from the GRCh38 reference assembly (Table S2). Nonetheless, 

37 of the intact LINE-1s in the CHM genomes are not found in GRCh38 or two previous 

catalogs of intact LINE-1 sequences (Table S2) (Beck et al. 2010; Brouha et al. 2003). 
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This large number of new intact LINE-1s suggests the CHM assemblies provide a major 

gain in resolution of the intact LINE-1 load in human genomes. 

 

An estimation of the number of intact LINE-1s in a diploid human genome 

 

While a comparison of intact LINE-1s amongst assemblies supports our use of long-

read sequencing of nearly homozygous genomes and provides an indication of 

population diversity of LINE-1s, the fundamental differences between these assemblies 

and others prevents a fair comparison of their ability to resolve LINE-1s (Table 1). 

However, a comparison of CHM1 and CHM13, assemblies generated in very similar 

manners, should enable a first order guess at the content and variation of LINE-1 that 

could exist within a heterozygous diploid genome. With 148 and 142 intact LINE-1s in 

CHM1 and CHM13, respectively, an additive approach to estimating the total number of 

intact LINE-1s in a simulated diploid of these two genomes gives a total of 290 intact 

LINE-1 ‘alleles’.  We assigned allelic pairs of LINE-1s between CHM1 and CHM13 

based upon synteny of each sequence and found that these 290 intact LINE-1 alleles 

reside at 194 loci in these genomes. Next, we compared the status of each intact LINE-

1 locus between the two genomes: intact in both genomes, present in both genomes but 

only intact in one (sequence polymorphisms), or only present in one genome (insertion 

polymorphisms). Most of the intact LINE-1s in the CHM genomes have an allelic 

counterpart in the other CHM genome (126/148 in CHM1 and 117/142 in CHM13; 

Figure 3A). Of these shared LINE-1s, 96 are intact in both CHM1 and CHM13 (Figure 

3A, overlap of dark blue and dark orange; Figure 4, thick lines joining tips). Another 30 
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loci with intact LINE-1s in CHM1 also contain a LINE-1 in CHM13, but the LINE-1s at 

these loci in CHM13 have accumulated inactivating mutations (polymorphic in their 

intactness); CHM13 contains 21 intact LINE-1s that are present but not intact in CHM1 

(Figure 3A, “not intact”). Finally, there are 25 loci in CHM1 and 11 loci in CHM13 that 

contain unique and likely new LINE-1 insertions. These ‘insertionally polymorphic’ loci 

contain an intact LINE-1 in one genome but are empty in the other genome (Figure 3A, 

“absent”; Figure 4, blue circles). 

 

In addition to LINE-1s that are polymorphic in their intactness or presence, we were also 

able to resolve allelic differences within those loci that contain intact LINE-1s in both 

CHM1 and CHM13. Young LINE-1s are highly polymorphic in their presence in the 

human population (Stewart et al. 2011; Beck et al. 2010; Sudmant et al. 2015; Kidd et 

al. 2010), However, little is known about sequence-level variation in shared LINE-1 

insertions. Some diversity of LINE-1 alleles at a single locus has been described (Lutz 

et al. 2003), but the CHM assemblies provide an unprecedented dataset to analyze this 

form of diversity across all shared LINE-1s using a simulated pseudodiploid genome. 

We compared the sequence of pairs of allelic intact LINE-1s in CHM1 and CHM13. The 

96 intact LINE-1 allelic pairs show up to five amino acid differences and up to 92 

nucleotide differences (Figure 3B). Some of the most different allelic pairs at the 

nucleotide level have large deletions in the UTRs, which are counted as multiple 

nucleotide differences in the alignment, but likely represent single deletion events.  

 

Others have deletions and SNPs distributed throughout the UTRs and coding 

sequence. Only 4/96 allelic pairs of LINE-1s are identical at the nucleotide level; 62/96 
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pairs are identical at the amino acid level. Overall, allelic differences are pervasive 

amongst the allelic LINE-1s in the two CHM genomes. 

 

Evolution of LINE-1s from CHM1 and CHM13 

 

Using the sequences of all intact LINE-1s from each CHM assembly, we generated 

phylogenetic trees for each genome’s LINE-1s. The resulting trees, rooted with the 

consensus sequence of an old LINE-1 subfamily L1PA3, largely reflects previous 

studies and subfamily designations of each sequence from RepeatMasker (Figure 4, 

black, red, and green lines). Those elements in the oldest part of the trees are also 

those identified as L1PA2 and L1PA3 (5.6-15.8 million years old) (Khan et al. 2006) 

while the youngest elements are those identified as L1HS (HS for human-specific) in 

RepeatMasker. However, the phylogenetic reconstructions show a few areas of 

disagreement with established subfamily designations. For example, in both trees there 

is a lack of monophyly for L1HS, with older L1HS and younger L1PA2 falling within the 

same clade. Additionally, some elements identified as L1PA2 in CHM1 are allelic with 

elements identified as L1HS in CHM13 and vice versa, likely reflecting absence or 

mutation of subfamily-classifying nucleotides in some of these sequences. Taken 

together, these data support a gradual shift from L1PA2 to L1HS.  

 

We also analyzed the distribution of allelic LINE-1s in CHM1 and CHM13 on the two 

phylogenies (Figure 4, allelic tips joined by a line). With more time elapsed, there is a 

higher chance that a LINE-1 acquires an inactivating mutation. It follows that we see 

elements in the older portions of the tree are likely to be shared but are more likely to be 
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polymorphic in their intactness (Figure 4, enrichment of magenta circles in bottom of 

tree). In contrast, elements in the younger portion of the trees are more likely to be 

insertionally polymorphic between the two genomes (Figure 4, enrichment of blue 

circles in the top of tree). 

 

Discussion 

 

Transposable elements are a major contributor to genetic variation in human genomes 

(Beck et al. 2011; Auton et al. 2015). As the only highly active and autonomous element 

in human genomes, LINE-1s impact the host genome through a variety of mechanisms 

including insertional mutation (Hancks and Kazazian 2012), spreading of epigenetic 

marks (Grandi et al. 2015), new regulatory sequences (Jacques et al. 2013), serving as 

a substrate of long non-coding RNAs (Kapusta et al. 2013), and mobilizing other 

transposable elements (Dewannieux et al. 2003). Because these mechanisms depend 

on the inserted LINE-1 sequence and/or the precise insertion site, the sequence, 

location, and variation of the potentially ‘active’ LINE-1s are all crucial factors for 

understanding the genomic impacts of LINE-1. Previously, tremendous effort has been 

spent to investigate potentially active LINE-1s in the human genome and polymorphic 

insertions amongst genomes. However, these studies were plagued by the fundamental 

shortcomings of an incompletely sequenced human genome, lacking both resolution of 

repeat regions and phasing of alleles. Here, we capitalize on published deep, long-read 

assemblies of a nearly homozygous genome to generate a nearly comprehensive 

catalog of the LINE-1 content of the human genome. 
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Previously, approaches based on PCR-amplification of the junction of LINE-1s and their 

integration site, such as junction fragment sequencing (Iskow et al. 2010) and DNA 

microarrays (Huang et al. 2010), were used to investigate LINE-1 insertion site 

polymorphism in the human population. However, these approaches only resolve the 

location and ends of a LINE-1 sequence. Fosmid-based approaches provided a wealth 

of full-length polymorphic LINE-1 sequences (Beck et al. 2010; Kidd et al. 2010) but lack 

resolution of allelic variation in the complete set of fixed and polymorphic intact LINE-1s 

in any single genome. Assembly-free approaches have been used to study the 

evolution of LINE-1s (Gu et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2014; Platt et al. 2018; de Koning et al. 

2011; Smit et al.), which are usually based on the count and identify of short reads or k-

mers to consensus or reconstructed ancestral LINE-1 lineages. However, LINE-1 

insertion sites and haplotypes remained elusive with these approaches due to the short 

nature of the input sequence reads. Some LINE-1 data based on various versions of the 

reference genome are also available (Ewing and Kazazian 2011; Beck et al. 2010; 

Ewing and Kazazian 2010), but a reference genome does not represent any individual 

due to the usage of a cohort of donors and other caveats of assembly methods for 

reference assemblies.  

 

Overall, to our knowledge, this study is the first curation of the collection of intact LINE-

1s, including their sequence and location, in two haploid human genomes. Our 

collection of LINE-1s overlaps with previous efforts to find structural variants in the CHM 

genomes (Huddleston et al. 2017; Chaisson et al. 2015), and all the sequences we 
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catalog have been previously reported as part of the CHM assemblies. However, the 

curation of these sequences, not just as RepeatMasker LINE-1 calls, but with an in-

depth analysis of sequence characteristics required for LINE-1 retrotransposition, 

provides the first step towards understanding the functional consequences of the 

substantial sequence variation in the LINE-1s of individuals. 

 

Our count of 290 intact LINE-1s represents our best guess at the true number of intact 

LINE-1s in a diploid human genome. However, the actual number is likely even higher. 

Although we were able to retrieve additional intact LINE-1s that are absent in the 

reference assembly, including several in the centromeric or simple repeat-containing 

regions of the genome, there could still be additional LINE-1s present in the haploid 

CHM genomes. The CHM assemblies include curated BAC sequences spanning 

segmental duplications that make them especially suited to our analysis over traditional 

de novo assemblies of long reads. There remain, however, regions of the genome 

refractory to these sequencing and assembly methods which likely contain intact LINE-

1s, including long segmental duplications, deep centromeric repeats, and constitutive 

heterochromatic regions. It is also likely that we miss some intact LINE-1s due to 

sequencing errors. In particular, PacBio tends to accumulate indels in homopolymer 

tracts (Hebert et al. 2018), a sequence pattern present at several locations in the LINE-

1 sequence. Ultimately, the final count of intact LINE-1s in a single genome awaits a 

fully phased telomere-to-telomere assembly of an individual human genome. 
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With the catalog of the intact LINE-1s of two haploid genomes, we combined these two 

genomes to infer the landscape of intact LINE-1s in a diploid genome. This 

pseudodiploid of CHM1 and CHM13 contains 290 intact LINE-1 alleles at 194 loci, with 

96 loci where both alleles contain intact LINE-1s and 25 or 22 loci with private intact 

LINE-1s. These numbers update both the total number of LINE-1s in the human 

genome and the potential level of polymorphism. Though the number of intact LINE-1s 

from the CHM genomes is not directly comparable to those obtained by the other 

approaches in Table 1, we highlight several sources that likely contribute to the 

observed differences. Assemblies based on diploid samples are prone to errors and 

uncertainty when allelic variation exists. This problem is more pronounced with 

insertionally polymorphic transposable elements - the allele without the insertion is likely 

preferred due to the greedy nature of most assembly algorithms. Consistent with this 

assumption, we observe that the number of intact LINE-1s in diploid-based assemblies 

(69 and 84, Table 1) is on par with the number of homozygous intact LINE-1s in our 

pseudodiploid (96, Figure 3); this could be explained by a failure of the assemblies of 

diploid genomes to resolve heterozygous insertions. Further, given the many individual 

genomes that comprise the ‘mosaic haploid’ human reference assembly, it likely reflects 

an ‘average’ haploid version of a genome but is not identical to any single haploid 

genome. Moreover, the increased number of intact LINE-1s in more recent versions of 

the reference genome likely reflects increased completeness from advancements in 

sequencing and assembly technologies. 
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To identify candidate retrotransposition-competent LINE-1s, we defined ‘intact’ LINE-1s 

based on the length distribution of intact LINE-1 ORFs. While we include several 

sequences that have longer or shorter ORFs that still align to the entire length of our 

reference ORFs (Figure 2C, magenta-outlined pixels), most of these sequences are 

singletons, suggesting they have not replicated. The only other density of sequences we 

observe are within one codon of full-length ORFs. Among LINE-1s we classify as non-

intact, we do observe multiple sequences with ORF1s 90 or 120 codons shorter than 

L1RP and ORF2s that are 98 or 265 codons shorter than L1RP ORF2 (Figure S1), 

representing sequences that have lost a start codon and now have a putative ORF 

called from the second methionine in the sequence. There could be in-frame indels in 

the protein-coding sequences of a LINE-1 that do not inactivate retrotransposition, but 

we observe very little of this variation (135 of the intact LINE-1s have the exact same 

ORF lengths). The rapid decay away from the ORF lengths of 338 and 1275 codons 

(evident in the sparseness of the ORF length matrix) is striking and may reflect strong 

selection for ORFs of these lengths. 

 

The presence of two intact ORFs is only one of the necessary conditions for the in vivo 

retrotransposition of LINE-1. Other conditions include an active promoter in the 5’UTR 

of LINE-1, absence of more subtle missense debilitating mutations in seemingly intact 

ORFs, a favorable genomic context of the LINE-1 insertion, and a lack of host restriction 

mechanisms, amongst others. Indicative of a major transition in LINE-1 evolution, we 

noticed that the LINE-1 length distribution has two peaks around 6,100 bp that are 

approximately 130 bp apart (Figure 2B). These peaks correspond to a deletion in the 
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5’UTR that occurred at the evolutionary transition between the L1PA3 and L1PA4 

subfamilies that significantly affects retrotransposition rate, presumably due to the 

binding of a host restriction factor (ZNF93) to the deleted region (Jacobs et al. 2014). 

Within our intact LINE-1s, we observe other forms of variation in the 5’ UTR, which 

certainly could render these elements inactive, via host restriction or loss of regulatory 

sequences. Clearly, the LINE-1s we classify as intact will not all be competent for 

retrotransposition. However, the retrotransposition-competent LINE-1s, or the LINE-1s 

that are replicating in humans now and in the near future, should be among our intact 

collection. Previous work which cloned many LINE-1 sequences based upon an early 

version of the human reference assembly found around 50% of intact LINE-1s were 

active in an in vitro assay for retrotransposition. While these studies used a different 

definition of intactness (>98% sequence identity to L1.3), extrapolating this finding to our 

dataset would predict around 145 LINE-1 alleles in our pseudodiploid would have 

measurable in vitro activity. 

 

Between the two haploid genomes, we found pervasive variation in the sequence of 

allelic LINE-1s. Some alleles differ in large deletions at one allele, including deletions of 

80bp, 15bp, and 11bp in the 5’ UTRs of one of the allelic pairs. Other pairs differ by as 

many as 33 nucleotide changes scattered throughout the LINE-1 sequence with no 

major indels. While allelic diversity has not previously been described widely for LINE-

1s, previous literature shows that different common LINE-1 alleles from the same locus 

can exhibit up to 16-fold differences in retrotransposition assays (Lutz et al. 2003). 

Further, the repertoire of LINE-1 alleles in any individual can differ dramatically in their 
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cumulative retrotransposition rate (Seleme et al. 2006). Our data also suggests that 32-

35% of the intact LINE-1s in one CHM genome are not intact in the other, including the 

youngest group within L1HS which contains the previously known ‘hot’ LINE-1s (Brouha 

et al. 2003). Therefore, the collection of retrotransposition-competent LINE-1s in one 

genome could be very different from those in another genome. 

 

The intact LINE-1s in the two nearly homozygous genomes reflect the retrotransposition 

history of LINE-1s since the divergence of the two donor individuals. Most of the 

insertionally polymorphic intact LINE-1s belong to the youngest sub-lineages of L1HS, 

suggesting that the youngest LINE-1s are responsible for the majority of 

retrotransposition. Conversely, most of LINE-1s insertions that only differ in their 

intactness belong to L1PA2 and the older sub-lineages of L1HS, suggesting that, as 

expected, LINE-1s lose their intact ORFs in some time-dependent fashion. Indeed, by 

looking at the LINE-1 sequences greater than 5,000 bp in the CHM1 genome, 112 of 

the 357 L1HS sequences are intact (~31.4%), whereas only 35 of the 1,090 L1PA2 

sequences (~3.2%) are intact. 

 

The comparison between phylogenies of intact LINE-1s in CHM1 and CHM13 allows us 

to visualize interesting patterns in the activity and evolution of LINE-1 in these genomes. 

Overall, allelic L1s have evolved similarly in the two genomes, evidenced by the similar 

topology of the two trees and the small number of crossing orthology-indicating lines 

(Figure 4). The few crossing lines we do see could result from the way we display the 

tree as a ladder, phylogenetic uncertainty, convergent evolution, or recombination 
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amongst LINE-1s. Perhaps most interestingly, we observe several clusters of LINE-1s 

that are unique to one genome (insertionally polymorphic, Figure 4, blue circles). These 

related and recently active LINE-1s could share a highly active parent element or may 

have sequence changes that make these elements particularly active. While the ethnic 

origin of CHM13 was not released, previous analysis suggests that CHM1 and CHM13 

are closely related. As such, this analysis reflects a small portion of the variation in 

LINE-1s amongst diverse humans. Indeed, a recent preprint analyzing phased 

assemblies of three trios of individuals finds an average of 190 intact LINE-1s in 

individuals of diverse ethnic backgrounds, with only 56 intact LINE-1s shared amongst 

all three genomes (Chaisson et al. 2018). 

 

In generating an accurate description of even the repeat-rich portions of the human 

genome, the sequencing and assembly methods used to generate the CHM genomes 

also provide the data to finally characterize, at allelic resolution, the sequence of major 

transposable elements like LINE-1 in the human genome, a key step in understanding 

the sequence and functional diversity of LINE-1s in human biology. This catalog of 

LINE-1 sequences provides the foundation for countless future studies of the evolution 

and functional variation of LINE-1s in recent human evolutionary history. 

 

Methods 

 

Retrieving LINE-1 from the haploid and reference genomes 
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LINE-1s were identified according to the RepeatMasker annotation from CHM1 and 

CHM13 assemblies (GenBank assembly accession: GCA_001297185.2 and 

GCA_000983455.2). BLAST searches of CHM1 and CHM13 used L1.3 (GenBank 

accession number: L19088) as a query. The RepeatMasker annotation was filtered for 

keyword “L1’ in the “matching repeat” column and converted to bed format. 

Subsequently, LINE-1 sequences were retrieved from the genome according to the bed 

file using the “subseq” function of seqtk (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk). GRCh37 and 

GRCh38 reference genome sequences and RepeatMasker annotations were 

downloaded from the annotations of GenBank assembly GCA_001297185.2 and 

GCA_000983455.2 and processed in a similar manner as the CHM genomes to find 

LINE-1s. LINE-1s on the ALT contigs of the reference genomes were manually 

inspected for their corresponding chromosomal location if possible and assigned as an 

alternative LINE-1 allele of that chromosomal location in the reference genome. 

 

Intact LINE-1 identification 

 

Full-length LINE-1s (Files S1 and S2) were found by filtering the RepeatMasker 

annotation of the CHM genomes requiring the length of the annotated LINE-1 sequence 

to be equal to or longer than 5,000 bp. LINE-1 ORFs were found by using EMBOSS 

(Rice et al. 2000) “getorf” function on full-length LINE-1s with “-find 1” setting to return 

the translated sequences of the ORFs. The translated ORFs were subsequently 

searched using BLASTp with the translated ORFs of L1RP (GenBank accession number: 

AF148856). For each of the full-length CHM1 and CHM13 LINE-1, a custom perl script 
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processed the BLASTp output to find the ORF of the LINE-1 that forms the longest 

alignment to the ORF1 and ORF2 protein of L1RP. LINE-1s with intact ORFs were 

identified in the distribution of the longest called ORFs of each LINE-1 that align to the 

reference ORFs, which correspond to ORF1 length of 338 codons and ORF2 length of 

1,275 codons. Singletons near these ORF lengths were manually inspected to find 

additional ORFs that align to the full length of the L1RP reference ORFs.  

 

Synteny of LINE-1 in haploid and reference genomes 

 

CHM1 and CHM13 genome sequences were aligned, chromosome by chromosome, to 

the GRCh37 and GRCh38 reference genomes using lastz (Harris 2007) under the 

setting of “--notransition --step=20 --format=lav”. The alignments were then processed 

using lavToPsl, axtChain, and chainMergeSort functions of the UCSC genome browser 

utilities (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/) with default settings. LINE-1 

coordinates on CHM1 and CHM13 were subsequently converted to GRCh37 and 

GRCh38 coordinates with the default setting of the liftOver tool of the UCSC genome 

browser utilities and the processed chain file mentioned above. For the LINE-1s that 

could not be directly lifted-over with the default liftOver setting, we took the sequences 

that are 2,000 bp from each end of LINE-1s and lifted them over to the reference 

genomes. For this step, the lifted-over coordinates of both extended ends were in the 

same neighborhood of the target reference genome for almost all LINE-1s. We were 

unable to obtain coordinates for a small subset of LINE-1s flanked by repetitive 

sequence using this method, and so are unable to assign a genomic position and to pair 
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possible allelic variants; one exceptional LINE-1 flanked by a repeat-rich region had 

enough unique sequence on both sides to assign as allelic in the CHM1 and CHM13 

genomes but still could not be assigned to a genomic coordinate (Table S2, row 236). 

 

Phylogeny of LINE-1s 

 

Intact LINE-1s from CHM1 and CHM13 were aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) with 

default settings. Based on our ORF analyses, 148 intact CHM1 LINE-1s and 142 intact 

CHM13 LINE-1s were input for alignment and phylogenetic reconstruction. A model test 

was performed through R using the phangorn package (Schliep 2011) and the GTR 

model was chosen using AIC criteria. Maximum likelihood phylogenies were generated 

using the phangorn package of R. First, a Neighbor Joining tree was generated and 

used as the starting tree for the ML analysis, then ML analysis was performed. After ML 

analysis, 100 bootstrap replicates were performed. 

 

Supplementary Materials 

 

Figure S1 

Heatmap of translated ORF lengths in full-length LINE-1s from CHM1. 

A zoomed-out version of Figure 1C shows the distribution of all called translated ORF 

lengths in the complete set of full-length LINE-1 sequences (>5000bp). Many full-length 

sequences have either an intact ORF1 or ORF2, but only 148 have both intact ORFs 

that align along the entire length of a reference amino acid sequence (L1RP). 
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Figure S2 

Identification of intact LINE-1s in CHM13. 

A. The distribution of lengths of LINE-1-masked sequences shows most sequences are 

less than 1,000 bp. An additional peak around 6,000 bp contains the full-length LINE-1 

copies. B. A zoomed-in view of the boxed region of the complete length histogram. 

Intact LINE-1 sequences are highlighted in magenta. C. A heatmap of the number of 

sequences with the indicated translated ORF1 and ORF2 lengths. Within the full-length 

set of LINE-1 sequences, only 142 sequences (magenta-outlined pixels) encode 

putative ORFs that align along the entire length of the ORF1p and ORF2p sequences of 

a reference element (L1RP). 

 

Table S1 

A comparison of intact LINE-1s across GRCh38 and CHM genome assemblies. Counts 

of the number of LINE-1s that are intact, present but not intact (non-intact), and absent 

are shown. Only LINE-1s that are intact in one of the genomes in each comparison are 

counted - ‘NA's represent the categories where LINE-1s are intact in none of the 

genomes in each comparison. 

 

Table S2 

Analysis of intact LINE-1 alleles from GRCh38 and CHM genome assemblies. 

Coordinates of LINE-1s that are intact in either CHM1, CHM13, or GRCh38 (hg38) are 

shown.  GRCh37 (hg19) coordinates are based on liftOver from GRCh38 coordinates. 
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‘Intact’ represents the LINE-1s with intact ORFs, ’short’ represents the LINE-1s that are 

present at the insertion site but the ORFs are no longer intact, and ‘.’ indicates that the 

site does not contain the LINE-1 insertion. 

 

File S1 

Nucleotide sequence alignment of CHM1 intact LINE-1s and representative L1PA2-

L1PA6 as outgroup 

 

File S2 

Nucleotide sequence alignment of CHM13 intact LINE-1s and representative L1PA2-

L1PA6 as outgroup 

 

File S3 

Maximum likelihood phylogeny based on the nucleotide sequence alignment of CHM1 

intact LINE-1s and representative L1PA2-L1PA6 as outgroup 

 

File S4 

Maximum likelihood phylogeny based on the nucleotide sequence alignment of CHM13 

intact LINE-1s and representative L1PA2-L1PA6 as outgroup 
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Long-read sequencing of homozygous genomes allows identification of the location and 

sequence of LINE-1 alleles in individual genomes.  

A cartoon model mapping or assembling LINE-1 sequences is shown based on 

sequencing with short reads (top) or long reads (bottom) at a heterozygous (blue and 

red) and a homozygous (orange) locus of the genome. Short reads are more likely to be 

completely embedded within a LINE-1 (sequencing reads with light hue), creating gaps 

in the assembly or ambiguous mapping (top) and only resolving the junction of 

insertions (sequencing reads marked by solid color and gray bars). Reads longer than 

LINE-1 (~6,000 bp) used to assemble nearly homozygous genomes resolve the 

sequence of LINE-1 alleles in the genome (bottom). 
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Identification of intact LINE-1s in CHM1. 

A. The distribution of lengths of LINE-1-masked sequences shows most sequences are 

less than 1,000 bp. An additional peak around 6,000 bp contains the full-length LINE-1 

copies. B. A zoomed-in view of the boxed region of the complete length histogram. 

Intact LINE-1 sequences are highlighted in magenta. C. A heatmap of the number of 

sequences with the indicated translated ORF1 and ORF2 lengths. Within the full-length 

set of LINE-1 sequences, only 148 sequences (magenta boxes) encode putative ORFs 

that align along the entire length of the ORF1p and ORF2p sequences of a reference 

element (L1RP). 
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Assembly # Intact L1 # individuals Seq method Notes

CHM1 148 1 PacBio Diploid, nearly homozygous

CHM13 142 1 PacBio Diploid, nearly homozygous

NA19240 69 1 PacBio Diploid, heterozygous

NA19434 84 1 PacBio Diploid, heterozygous

HGWD (2001) 90 - mixed Phased mosaic diploid

GRCh37 (2009) 104 >50 mixed Phased mosaic diploid

GRCh38 (2015) 156 >50 mixed Phased mosaic diploid

GRCh38 (2017) 161 >50 mixed Phased mosaic diploid

Table 1: Numbers of intact LINE-1 elements from available human genomes. The number of intact 

LINE-1s was counted for each genome using the methodology we describe here with the exception 

of HGWD, which is the number of intact LINE-1s  Brouha et. al reported in their 2003 paper.
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A comparison of intact allelic LINE-1 pairs across CHM genome assemblies. 

A. A liftover comparison of the intact LINE-1s in two nearly homozygous genomes 

(CHM1, top/blue, and CHM13, bottom/orange) shows 96 intact LINE-1s are shared. Of 

the LINE-1s that are intact in only one genome, some are present but not intact in the 

other genome (lighter shading), and some are not present in the other genome (white 

boxes). B. Distribution of nucleotide (top) and non-synonymous (bottom) changes 

between CHM1 and CHM13 of the 96 allelic intact LINE-1s. 
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Allelic pairing, new insertions, and phylogeny of intact LINE-1s in two homozygous genomes. 

A maximum likelihood tree of the complete nucleotide sequence of intact LINE-1 sequences from CHM1 

(left) or CHM13 (right) was rooted on a consensus sequence of an older LINE-1 subfamily (L1PA3). 

Generally, older elements are at the bottom of the tree, and the youngest elements at the top. Elements 

that are intact in only one genome are marked with a filled circle, where pink corresponds to elements 

that are present but not intact in the other genome, and blue shows elements that are new insertions 

relative to the other genome. When a LINE-1 is intact in both genomes, a line connects allelic copies. For 

shared intact copies, the color of the joining line depicts the LINE-1 family as called by RepeatMasker. 
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